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Count on us to develop the right solution for you.

A Multivac packaging solution is not just a machine. Just as important as 

the hardware is the consultation and service you receive before and after 

your system is delivered. 

We will help you determine the package type that best meets your 

 business goals and requirements, then provide the most reliable, efficient 

and cost-effective equipment to produce it. Once installed, our service 

team is ready to assist you with maintenance, troubleshooting, spare parts 

and other technical needs.

More experience

Multivac has concentrated exclusively on the production of packaging 

machines ever since the company was first established in 1961. With 

more than 24,500 automatic packaging machines and 90,000 chamber 

machines, Multivac has developed expertise that is unique in the industry. 

Delivering more than 1,200 thermoforming machines per year, Multivac is 

the market leader in this segment worldwide. 

Today the company has a worldwide organization with more than 2,500 

employees. Innovations and trends are identified promptly by the global 

sales and service organization and are exploited all over the world thanks 

to the company’s international exchange of information and experience.

From the very beginning. Better Packaging Experts by your side.

Our Multivac Better Packaging experts will service your machine and 

give you and your staff members an extensive introduction to its  

function, maintenance, and care. Upon request we will instruct your 

staff members at one of our training centers worldwide, or directly  

at your site.

Wherever you are, we’re there for you.

With 300 consultants and 500 service technicians – more than 800 Multivac 

Better Packaging experts worldwide. We will keep you informed of new 

solutions and current trends, and support you in supplementing, expanding, 

or altering your Multivac equipment. Count on us for superior service to 

keep your packaging lines running with maximum uptime.

Service – an essential component of better packaging

When your productivity is at stake, the value of great service cannot  

be overstated. Multivac places the same high priority on building and 

maintaining the industry’s premier service team as we do on engineering 

the most reliable equipment. From routine maintenance to spare parts  

to emergency troubleshooting and repair, we are here for you around  

the clock.

Multivac’s unrivalled experience and service
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We implement many different packaging solutions with the Multivac 

thermoformer range: from high-speed packaging lines for 40 000 hypo-

dermic needles per hour to flexible packaging centers for the production  

of short runs with program-controlled size changes.

Practically anything is possible, as every Multivac thermoformer can  

be tailor-made to be unique – designed and manufactured to satisfy your 

individual requirements: for your products, your production volume,  

your production conditions and your sales system.

Field of Application
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(1)  Packaging material for the base web  

(thermoformable film) is unwound from the reel.

(2)  It is heated in the forming die and formed  

into pockets/trays.

(3),  (4) The formed pockets are loaded  

manually or automatically. 

(5)  The top web of packaging material (lid film)  

covers the filled pockets/trays.

(6)  The air is evacuated from the sealing die and  

protective gas is added if required. Then the pack 

is sealed by the application of heat and pressure.

(7)  The web of packs is cut across the machine  

direction initially

(8)  Production of the individual packs has been  

completed after the longitudinal cutting operation.
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Benefits of thermoform packaging

Benefits of thermoform packaging on Multivac thermoformers:

•	 Efficient	packaging:	Forming,	filling	und	sealing	on	one	machine

•	 Use	of	inexpensive	and	easy	to	store	packaging	films	on	reels

•	 By	forming	and	sealing	in	hermetically	closed	die	systems,	you	achieve	

 – perfect forming of the packs

 – maximal vacuum level

 – exact control of the packaging atmosphere

 – economical use of modified atmosphere gases

 – perfectly tight sealed packages

•		 Easily	filling	of	packs	at	their	largest	open	side,	directly	from	above	

•	 Easy	automation	of	filling	and	discharge	of	packs

•	 Marking	and	inspection	systems	can	be	integrated

We implement tailor-made packaging solutions with our thermoformers,

such as

•	 	Vacuum	packs,	modified	atmosphere	packs,	skin	packs,	sterile	medical	

packs, blister packs, …

•	 	With	flexible	film,	rigid	film,	aluminium-based	material	combinations,	 

medical paper, …

•	 With	easy-open	aids	such	as	easy	peel	corners,	tear	tabs,	serrated	cuts,	…

•	 	With	reclosure	systems	such	as	formed	lids,	press-on	lids,	hinged	lids,	

adhesive film, Zip Seal, …

•	 with	various	pack	shapes	

•	 with	various	marking	and	branding	possibilities	

•	 for	standing,	lying	and	hanging	presentation

•	 	And	with	special	applications	such	as	hot	filling,	steam	shrinking,	 

top web forming, … 

Perfect Team players.

Multivac machines in completed lines are perfect team players. They work 

seamlessly with devices from any other manufacturer such as slicers, loaders, 

fillers, weighing, marking and inspection equipment.

For marking and inspection, we recommend products from MR Marking and 

Inspection, a member of the Multivac Group.

At home in any environment

Whether in a cooled packaging room at a meat plant, in the clean room of a 

medical manufacturer or onboard an offshore trawler: a Multivac thermoformer 

does a perfect job everywhere – every time.
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Clean & clever. 
The advanced Thermoformer Generation. 
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The new standard for hygiene, performance, and process reliability.

When it comes to meeting and exceeding the strictest requirements for hygiene 

and absolute process reliability, nobody beats Multivac. Our packaging solutions 

go far beyond the requirements set by international safety guidelines. Multivac has 

again raised the bar with our new generation of thermoform packaging machines.  

The new thermoformer generation was developed to give you even more 

 benefits: smoother packaging processes, more efficiency – and in the long-term, 

that which is most crucial for you: a higher level of profitability. Our new machine 

generation is engineered to deliver the results you need whether your business 

is in the food products sector, sterile medical products, or other industrial and 

consumer goods.

What makes the new generation so unique is its design and equipment. You profit 

from robust engineering and absolute reliability. It is backed by the comprehensive 

experience of the market leaders in thermoform packaging machines. 

More hygiene:    new machine design, as clean on the inside as on the 

outside, optional CIP cleaning system

More process reliability: new IPC-control, new lifting systems, new direct drive, …

    Excellent design in form and function 

     Multivac’s new generation is among the prize winners 

of this year‘s iF Packaging Award, presented by the  

renowned iF Industry Forum. 

This award recognizes Multivac’s successful  integration 

of innovative design with functionality, reliability, 

 ergonomics and processing.

And there is a perfect thermoformer for each requirement: 

R 145 – complete and compact

R 245 – versatility for the long haul

R 535 – our highest performing machine

as well as 

•	 DARFRESH	thermoformers	R	175	CD,	R	275	CD	und	R	575	CD

•	 FormShrink	thermoformers	R	155,	R	255	und	R	555

•	 	pre-configurated	special	models 

these are described in separate brochures.
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Clean & clever. 
The advanced Thermoformer Generation.

Simply clean:

Superior hygiene and machine sanitation from start to finish

With greater speed and efficiency, Multivac’s new machine generation 

powers your plant sanitation initiatives day in and day out. That leaves 

more time for you to concentrate on other critical areas for your 

business. You’re in good hands.

Hygiene on the inside:

Our new machine generation has been designed to dramatically resist 

the collection of contaminants both internally and externally. The R 005 

generation is engineered for sanitation through and through. It is 

simply the most washdown-friendly line of machinery in our industry 

today.

Optimized sanitation technology: 

•	 a	frame	profile	that	is	open	to	the	outside	and	easily	accessible

•	 sanitary	chain	design	and	sanitary	chain	guide

•	 lifting	mechanisms	and	mechanical	assemblies

•	 motors	and	valves

•	 smooth	tool	surfaces	

•	 entire	cabling	

An optional “cleaning position” is available for the formatting tools. 

When activated, the tools are closed and heated, protecting them 

contamination from cleaning liquids and condensation.

No packaging machine offers better internal sanitation than Multivac.

Hygiene on the outside:

Flawless on the exterior. Perfect end-to-end sanitation.

 

The R 005 generation edge:

•		 	coverings	and	panels	of	the	lateral	frame	profiles	can	easily	be	

opened towards the outside, flipped up, or removed

•	 	consistently	reduced	hollow	spaces,	recesses,	corners	and	edges	

•		 	smooth,	slanted	surfaces	for	the	perfect	draining	of	cleaning	liquids	

and contaminants

•		 	sanitary,	height-adjustable	feet	without	external	threading
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Clean & clever. 
The advanced Thermoformer Generation.
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CIP. Clean-in-Place. 
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CIP. Clean-in-Place. 

In addition to state-of-the-art sanitary design, the R 005 generation brings the 

added choice of “self-cleaning.” With an optional Clean-in-Place (CIP) cleaning 

system designed exclusively for Multivac thermoform packaging machines. 

CIP functions: 

Cleaning and disinfection fl uids are whipped into a foam through a series of 

pipes and nozzles. This foam is then sprayed onto predefi ned surfaces, where 

it is able to cling for the required time for sanitation. 

The measurement of cleaning chemicals is carried out by means of a separate 

processing unit. An external spray gun for cleaning the machine’s exterior is 

also connected to this unit. 

The entire cleaning process is carried out in clearly defi ned steps, and runs 

with the press of a button. It is a repeatable procedure that is always consist-

ent in quality. Step for step. Time after time. It doesn’t get any cleaner or safer 

than this. 

The CIP system is available for the following machine components: 

CIP chain. The transport chain.

In contrast to traditional water rinsing of the chain, this cleaning uses special-

ized chemicals. Chain lifespan is increased.

CIP chain guides. The chain guide profi le.

This CIP module supports perfect automatic chain cleaning. 

CIP frame. The lateral frame profi le.

The frame is thoroughly cleaned without disassembly.

CIP Inside. The interior of the machine.

Reliable cleaning of the complete interior space of the machine and areas 

that are diffi cult to access, such as moulds, infeed section, sealing tools 

and cutting. 

CIP Intralox conveyor. The cleaning of the removal belt. 

Automatic cleaning is carried out quickly and safely while the belt is running.
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Clever. 
Absolute process reliability.

The new generation – the safe bet for your packaging line.

You can rely on a Multivac. In every situation. We have perfectly 

coordinated all elements and functions of the machine with each other. 

From the lifting mechanisms and the new direct drive system to the 

new IPC controls. The result is maximum packaging line performance 

and perfect packaging every time. That is what we consider to be 

absolute process reliability. Increase your packaging capacity and 

boost your overall efficiency for the entire line. With certainty – with 

Multivac’s new thermoformer generation.

Designed for high performance. The optimized lifting mechanism.

We have improved something that was already the gold standard on the 

market: our modular lifting mechanism. It stands for the superior 

lifespan and performance under high volume and borderline conditions, 

such as with large tools and sophisticated packaging formats. 

Improvement of the individual production output

All machines are equipped with the new IPC-control and its additional 

modes of operation as a standard. For example, an efficient module for 

production data aquisition (PDA) which also makes the display of the 

acquired	operating	conditions	and	reasons	for	stops	possible.	Via	Ethernet	

and the optional OPC-interface the acquired data can be exchanged between 

the components of a packaging machine and a central data base. With this, 

Multivac offers the conditions for a permanently stable machine output and 

a stable process control that is simple to operate. 

The Multivac equipment can be integrated in PC or server-based systems 

for evaluation and analysis purposes. This makes efficient and stable 

storage, analysis and visualisation of the operating data, machine produc-

tivity, as well as error messages possible. For single machines, Multivac 

provides a compact solution for directed processing and further transmission 

of the data - with 20 pre-defined evaluations available. For a widespread 

operation and connections of several packaging lines, Multivac cooperates 

with leading experts. Both solutions offer the customer higher productivity, 

maximum availability, and considerable savings potential as a result.
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Especially quick format changes.

For everyone who frequently changes tools, we have developed a quick 

format change in a simple drawer procedure that can be carried out 

without disassembling the hot tool surface. 

For the new thermoformer generation, the format change by vario dies 

with forming plates and sealing inserts is also available as the program 

controlled format switch with multiple die sets.

A new standard. With an option to expand.

No Multivac thermoformer is exactly like another. Yours is built precisely 

to your specifications. We offer you numerous equipment options, such 

as a film test program for individual parameter optimization and fine 

alignment according to film type. If you desire additional equipment, talk 

to us – we are ready to custom-build your next packaging system.

Clever. 
Absolute process reliability.
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The extremely compact R 145 is designed for small size capacities 

and covers a vast spectrum of standard applications.

It has everything you need for perfect thermoformed packaging of 

food, industrial and medical products and requires surprisingly little 

space to do the job - leaving you with plenty of scope for profi table 

packaging solutions.

It offers

•	unlimited confi gurability 

•	unlimited choice of dies

•	modular extendability

 R 145 – the complete compact thermoformer
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Technical specifi cations R 145

Nominal machine width  250, 285, 320, 355, 420 mm

Nominal machine width

of special machines   not available 

Cut off length   wo. pre-heating:  up to 400 mm

   with pre-heating: up to 270 mm

Draw depth max.   130 mm, depending on the equipment

Packaging materials   thermoformable, heat-sealable fi lms, fl exible or 

rigid, foam-fi lms, aluminium-laminated fi lms, 

compostable fi lms, Tyvek, paper

Reel diameter    Max. 400 mm (optional 500 mm)

Control system    IPC 01 (IPC 05 optional), terminal with 7,4“ touch-display

Compressed air   min. 7 bar, comsumption depending on equipment

Electrical connection		 	3	x	400	V,	50	Hz	/	3	x	220	V,	60	Hz

    (other voltages available upon request)

Exterior dimensions

Frame length (FL)   2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000 mm

Machine width    approx. 650 mm + machine nominal width, min. 970 mm

Discharge belt    depending on the equipment

Loading area     depending on the cut off length and equipment
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The versatile R 245 is a compact thermoformer, designed for 

medium output requirements.

It incorporates the main options of the R 535 and covers the 

application demands between the R 145 and the R 535.

 R 245 – the versatile thermoformer
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Technical specifi cations R 245

Nominal machine width   320, 355, 420, 459, 560 mm

Nominal machine width

of special machines   220 – 560 mm in increments of 5 mm 

Cut off length  wo. pre-heating: up to 640 mm

   with pre-heating: up to 400 mm

Draw depth max.   150 mm, depending on equipment

Packaging materials   thermoformable, heat-sealable fi lms, fl exible or 

rigid, foam-fi lms, aluminium-laminated fi lms, 

compostable fi lms, Tyvek, paper

Reel diameter    Max. 500 mm

    Jumbo max.1000 mm

Control system   IPC 05, terminal with 12“ touch-display

Compressed air   min. 7 bar, comsumption depending on equipment

Electrical connection 	 	3	x	400	V,	50	Hz	/	3	x	220	V,	60	Hz

    (other voltages available upon request)

Exterior dimensions

Machines with 6500 mm are divided by default

Frame length (FL)   5000        5500        6000    ...    13000 mm

Knee-room loading area  1125        1500        2000    ...      8500 mm

Discharge area for FL up to 4500  900/1400/1900 ... 4400 mm

Discharge area for FL > 4500  1100/1600/2100 ... 7600 mm

Machine width     approx. 650 mm + machine nominal width, min. 970 mm

Film unwind unit  480 mm (for fi lm roll diameter 500 mm)

Discharge belt     depending on the application

Loading area       depending on the cut off length and

machine equipment
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The R 535 is the highly versatile, high-speed packaging system that 

delivers every options technically possible.

From top forming and multi-die sets to high cycle speed and special 

machine lengths, this is the right machine for complex packaging 

 applications, functioning in high-speed and shift work environment 

or operating under extreme conditions.

R 535 – the high-capacity thermoformer
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Technical specifi cations R 535

Nominal machine width   320, 355, 420, 459, 560 mm

Nominal machine width

of special machines   220 – 650 mm in increments of 5 mm

Cut off length    wo. pre-heating:  up to 1300 mm

     with pre-heating: up to 950 mm

Draw depth max.   210 mm, depending on equipment

Packstoffe       thermoformable, heat-sealable fi lms, fl exible or 

rigid, foam-fi lms, aluminium-laminated fi lms, 

compostable fi lms, Tyvek, paper

Reel diameter     Max. 500 mm 

      Jumbo max. 1000 mm

Control system   IPC 05, terminal with 12“ touch-display

Compressed air   min. 7 bar, comsumption depending on equipment

Electrical connection   3	x	400	V,	50	Hz	/	3	x	220	V,	60	Hz
      (other voltages available upon request)

Exterior dimensions

Machines with 6500 mm are divided by default

Frame length (FL)  5000        5500        6000    ...    20000 mm

Knee-room loading area  1125        1500        2000    ...    15500 mm

Discharge area    1100/1600/2100 ... 10600 mm

Machine width     approx. 650 mm + machine nominal width, min. 970 mm

Film unwind unit   480 mm (for fi lm roll diameter 500 mm)

Discharge belt     depending on the application

Loading area       depending on the cut off length and

machine equipment
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The new thermoformer generation at a glance.
Different confi guration, same perfection.

Equipment option R 145 R 245 R 535

Drive system FC-Drive MC-Drive MC-Drive

Corrosion-resistant gripper chain (CRG) O O S

Film unwind system S 400 mm / O 500 mm S 500 mm / O 1000 mm S 500 mm / O 1000 mm

Plug assist O O O

Posiform system N O O

Lifting system electrical pneumatic pneumatic

Multiple forming/sealing dies N O O

Top web forming N O O

Lifting system with top lifting N O O

Zipper package option N O O

Complete cut systems N O O

Roller shear cutting N O O

Squeezing knife O O O

Steam fl ush package system (SFP) N O O

Industrial PC control system S IPC 01 / O IPC 05 IPC 05 IPC 05

Network access to control unit O OPC-Server O OPC-Server O OPC-Server

Process data acquisition O O OPC-Server O OPC-Server

Central lubrication system O O O

Automatic chain lubrication O O O

Cleaning program O O O

FormShrink machine versions O O O

Darfresh machine versions N O O

Die change drawer N N O

Clean In Place (CIP) cleaning system N O O

S: Standard

O: Optional

N: Not available

R 145
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The new thermoformer generation at a glance.
Different confi guration, same perfection.

Equipment option R 145 R 245 R 535

Drive system FC-Drive MC-Drive MC-Drive

Corrosion-resistant gripper chain (CRG) O O S

Film unwind system S 400 mm / O 500 mm S 500 mm / O 1000 mm S 500 mm / O 1000 mm

Plug assist O O O

Posiform system N O O

Lifting system electrical pneumatic pneumatic

Multiple forming/sealing dies N O O

Top web forming N O O

Lifting system with top lifting N O O

Zipper package option N O O

Complete cut systems N O O

Roller shear cutting N O O

Squeezing knife O O O

Steam fl ush package system (SFP) N O O

Industrial PC control system S IPC 01 / O IPC 05 IPC 05 IPC 05

Network access to control unit O OPC-Server O OPC-Server O OPC-Server

Process data acquisition O O OPC-Server O OPC-Server

Central lubrication system O O O

Automatic chain lubrication O O O

Cleaning program O O O

FormShrink machine versions O O O

Darfresh machine versions N O O

Die change drawer N N O

Clean In Place (CIP) cleaning system N O O

S: Standard

O: Optional

N: Not available



 

www.multivac.com

Better packaging – a proven track record

We give our customers maximum security in their product packaging. 

We achieve this by sharing in their concern about their products and 

brands. Over more than 45 years, we have repeatedly proven our com-

mitment to be the leader in packaging equipment, and have continually 

refined and perfected our technology in doing so.

Your trust in optimal packaging is our mandate!

Multivac has been developing individual packaging solutions for food, 

industrial and consumer goods as well as medical and pharmaceutical 

industries worldwide for nearly 40 years. Intelligent packaging systems 

which make your production process flexible, reduce costs and ensure a 

decisive advantage for you in the market. Precisely tailored to the 

requirements of the most sensitive products. We measure our results by 

the enduring success of your products and brands. With the highest 

level of engagement, experience and consistently improved technology. 

As the leading provider we emphasize maximum quality, security and 

long-lasting reproducibility through qualification and validation.

Proven quality

Multivac packaging machines bear the CE and GS symbols.

The Multivac quality management system is certified according to 

ISO 9001:2000.

www.clean-and-clever.com

Multivac safety and reliability 
in all crucial areas.
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